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Dear Bryan:

Proposal for Consulting Services for
San Damiano Community Vision and Master Plan Process, Monona, WI

GRAEF is excited about the opportunity to work with the City of Monona on the San Damiano Community Vision and Master Plan
Process! This is a unique opportunity for the City to create a transformative asset for the community and surrounding region. With a
robust and highly inclusive public engagement process, the resulting “San Damiano Master Plan” will be a “community-based vision”
that reflects the needs and desires of the community, while respecting the site’s rich and diverse history.
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At GRAEF, we are committed to open communication, superior customer service, and continuous improvement and accountability
to the public. Selection of the GRAEF team for your project will provide the following benefits:

Commitment | Our team pledges its expertise to provide superior services to the City of Monona in the development of a Master
Plan that is rewarding for everyone involved. Through earnest commitment, we will meet the needs of the City, County, Project
Stakeholders and the Community as a whole.
We look forward to partnering with you on this exciting project and continuing our involvement with work on the San Damiano
property. If you have any questions about our proposal or need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Respectfully,

Loei Badreddine, PE, SE, LEED AP 				
Eduard (Ed) J. Freer, PLA
Office Manager | Vice President				
Senior Landscape Architect
loei.badreddine@graef-usa.com				ed.freer@graef-usa.com
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Madison, WI

FIR M I N T ROD UC T I ON

E MPLOYE E S

COMPA NY AWA RDS & ME RI T S

GRAEF is a multi-discipline, planning, design, and
engineering firm dedicated to serving public and private
clients throughout the United States. GRAEF began as
an individual partnership structural engineering firm in
1961 and our ability to excel has been driven by integrity,
quality, and our commitment to customer service. Today,
GRAEF offers our clients a full range of consulting
services nationwide.

300+

GRAEF is ranked #366 in Engineering News-Record
(ENR) Top 500 Largest Design Firms and is ranked #31
in Building Design + Construction’s (BD+C) list of the
nation’s Top Engineering-Architecture firms.
GRAEF has won a multitude of Awards over the past
60 years. Some of the most notable include but are not
limited to:
• OPAL Award (National ASCE Award) in 2003 Milwaukee Art Museum
• Best of State Award (ACEC-WI) in 2021 - Drexel
Town Square
• Engineering Excellence Awards (ACEC-WI) in 2022
- Milwaukee Regional Medical Center 87th Street
Reconstruction
• 2021 WIASLA Merit Award for Unbuilt Works Jaycee (Quarry) Park Master Plan

OU R COR E P UR P OSE
To improve the physical environment for the benefit of
society in a sustainable manner.

S ER V I C E S

YE ARS IN BUSINE SS
61 (founded in 1961)

OFFICE S
Chicago, IL(2); Green Bay, WI; Madison, WI; Miami,
FL; Milwaukee, WI (HQ); Minneapolis, MN; Orlando, FL;
Sarasota, FL; Turks and Caicos Islands.

Landscape Architecture, Public Engagement,
Planning + Urban Design, Environmental Engineering,
Site/Civil Engineering, Grant Writing, Waterfront
Planning/Design, Entitlements, Sustainable Design,
Commissioning, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, Parking Consulting, Plumbing and Fire
Protection Engineering, Structural Engineering, Surveying
and Field Services, Traffic/Transportation Engineering
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Kids Building WI - Fitchburg, WI

In Our Community
C OM M UN I T Y I N VOLVEMENT
For over 30 years, GRAEF has been located and involved
in the Dane County community. Having a Madison office
with many licensed professionals allows our Madison
team to contribute their diverse experience and skills to a
wide array of local projects.
When our team is not busy dedicating time to projects,
our staff contributes their time and effort to benefiting the
community in which we live. Our team has volunteered and
donated to many local civic and community organizations,
some of which are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frozen Assets
Frostiball
United Way of Dane County
Second Harvest Foodbank of Southern Wisconsin
Free Bikes 4 Kidz Madison
Make-A-Wish Wisconsin
Kids Building Wisconsin
Habitat for Humanity of Dane County
Wisconsin Science Olympiad
UW-Madison Construction Club
Madison Chamber of Commerce
Rotary Club of Madison
Downtown Madison Inc.
Summer Palooza
Concerts on the Square
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Habitat for Humanity Dane County - Madison, WI

Run, Santa, Run - Madison, WI

Earth Day Clean-Up Winnequah Firemens Park - Monona, WI

Second Harvest Foodbank of Southern WI - Madison, WI
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Park and Recreation
Planning
GRAEF landscape architects, planners, designers, and
engineers have worked on numerous detailed plans for
the development of parks and public places. Successful
master plans depend upon a strong process of public
involvement, full recognition of the issues regarding
surrounding uses, and long-term sustainability of the
project – with respect to both the landscape and the
structures.
Design Vision and Public Involvement
GRAEF works with local staff and citizens to create a
series of design options. This often involves charrettes
and workshops with local residents and businesses.
GRAEF employs a variety of visualization techniques to
ensure a full understanding of the concepts and options.
In some cases, this includes user groups from outside the
immediate area who also need, use, and value the park
and/or public place. GRAEF then modifies the design
recommendations in accordance with the variety of public
recommendations and comments.
Sustainability, Operation, and Maintenance
Capital and operating expenses for parks and public
places have always been a primary issue. Many parks
go through cycles of improvement and decline. A
successful park or public place is able to establish a
strong underlying concept that can be sustained at a
base level during times of limited resources, while also
achieve higher levels of quality and value during times
when funds and other resources become available. In
this regard, the key variable is the careful consideration
of materials and design concepts with respect to ongoing
maintenance costs, sustainable strategies, and targeted
user preferences.
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Environmental Features
The preservation and enhancement of the natural
environment underlie GRAEF’s master plans for parks
and open space. GRAEF’s experts include scientists,
engineers, planners, and landscape architects (many of
whom are LEED accredited professionals in sustainability).
Key issues include plant materials, ecological systems,
mitigation and remediation options, hydrology, and an
appreciation for the social and cultural aspects of the
natural environment.
Activity Matrix
Parks and open space derive their value from public use.
Oftentimes these uses are categorized simply into “active”
versus “passive” uses. In practice, there is a much wider
range of uses that rely on social, economic, or cultural
lenses (e.g. social gatherings, concessions, recreational
activities that include fees, and so forth). Moreover, there
are multiple user groups for each activity, and, over time,
these users and groups evolve with changing needs
and values. Conceptually, GRAEF views the use of
public spaces as a matrix of activities and user groups
representing both short-term and long-term patterns of
behavior. This approach, customized for each community
and park space, allows GRAEF to assist municipalities
in a broad, inclusive process of comprehensive planning.
Community-Based Design
To be effective, parks and public places must be fully
integrated with the surrounding community. This process,
currently referred to as “context sensitive design”, is
actually a traditional practice employed by planners
and engineers for some of our greatest parks and
park systems. GRAEF fully embraces this approach
of integrating our designs with the surrounding areas,
including street systems, connectivity, land uses, views
(to and from the park), and the long-term planning efforts
of the community.

Public Art, History, and Education
Parks and open space are an integral part of our culture
– for all age groups. This cultural connection can be
expressed through public art, recognition of local history
and public education. There are numerous occasions
where outdoor recreation and public places can be
enhanced through the provision of public art (often paid
for, and maintained, by private entities). Historical markers
should be considered as a way to maintain local traditions
and community memory. Educational objectives can be
achieved through programming as well as design.
Grants, Sponsorship, and Fundraising
Outdoor recreation and park spaces are not only functional
entities – they become civic symbols that represent the
aspirations, pride, and attitude of the community. From
this perspective, there are numerous opportunities to
raise funds for parks and open space, ranging from “buya-brick” campaigns to the “adoption” of parks by local
businesses and/or neighborhoods. Grants are available
not only from public agencies but also private foundations
and businesses. In addition, local sponsorship of park
activities and components is also feasible – especially
when it helps integrate parks into the social and economic
fabric of the community.
Aesthetics
Although it is often left unstated, the aesthetic aspect of
parks and open space is critical to their enjoyment. Not
all parks offer high quality aesthetic experiences. GRAEF
designers have won numerous awards for their landscape
and park designs. Designing the aesthetic experience
involves the consideration and composition of views,
gateways, open space, picturesque sequencing, formal
and informal elements, diversity of materials, color, sense
of intimacy, and many other attributes of outdoor places
that add immeasurably to their value.
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Organizational Chart

Ed Freer PLA

Principal Waterfront Planner
Park Planner

Dominic Marlow

Public Engagement

Brian Schneider PE, CDT

Environmental Engineer

Joe Porter PLA

Project Manager/
Landscape Architect

Amy Larson PE

Stormwater Design

Alex Thill ASLA
Park Planner

Joe Pepitone PLA, LEED AP

Principal Landscape Architect

Anne Ketz
CEO & Services Director

106 Group

Regine Kennedy
Planning & Engagement Manager

106 Group

Peter R. Rött AIA, NCARB
Architect

Isthmus Architecture, Inc.
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Joseph F. Pepitone Jr.

PLA, LEED AP

| Principal Landscape Architect

Registered Landscape Architect – CA, MN, WI

Joe is a licensed landscape architect who brings over 30 years of professional
experience in project management expertise, landscape architectural design
and planning to GRAEF and has won numerous design awards for his work.
Joe has been involved in master planning and design. His thorough knowledge
of all aspects of site development allow him to provide complete and thorough
documentation which includes site planning, detailed design, landscape design
and details, planting design, construction documentation, specifications and onsite construction administration.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eduard (Ed) J. Freer

PLA

Jaycee (Quarry) Park Master Plan, Sheboygan, WI - Principal in Charge
White Mound County Park, Sauk County, WI - Principal in Charge
UW-Madison Natatorium, Madison, WI - Project Manager
Hart Park Improvements – Interpretive Playground and Splash Pad,
Wauwatosa, WI
Mt. Pleasant Civic Park, Mt. Pleasant, WI – Project Manager/Landscape
Architect
Town of Salem Community Park, Town of Salem, WI – Landscape Architect
VFW Park Aquatic Facility Design & Construction, City of De Pere, WI –
Landscape Architect
Waukesha County Parks Restroom Facilities at Naga-Waukee, Minooka
and Mukwonago Park Sites – Delafield, Waukesha and Mukwonago, WI –
Project Manager/Landscape Architect

| Principal Waterfront/Park Planner

Registered Landscape Architect – ME, WI

Over the course of his professional career, Ed has built a significant and awardwinning portfolio in landscape architecture, waterfront design, historic architecture,
and planning projects throughout the U.S. He is highly accomplished at facilitating
a consensus vision and broad stakeholder support for urban design and
redevelopment initiatives. Ed has served as a resource member to many civic task
forces and professional panels and as a member of national design juries.
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•

Jaycee (Quarry) Park Master Plan, Sheboygan, WI

•

Milwaukee Lakefront Master Plan, Milwaukee, WI

•

Sheboygan Lakefront Master Plan/South Pier, Sheboygan, WI

•

UW-Madison Memorial Union/Alumni Park, Madison, WI

•

Lake Vista Park, Oak Creek, WI

•

Warner Park/Community Center, Madison, WI

•

Racine Waterfront, Racine, WI

•

White Mound County Park, Sauk County, WI

•

San Johnson Parkway, Racine, WI

•

Waterfront Plan, Ashland, WI

•

Cleveland Waterfront Plan, Cleveland, OH

•

Butterfield, Estrella, Christmas Camp Recreational Areas, Sonoran Desert,
AZ - Lead Landscape Architect/Park Planner

•

Yaquina Head Outstanding Natural Area Site Plan and Staircase Design,
Newport, OR - Landscape Architect

•

Sloan Canyon National Conservation Area Visitor Center, Henderson ,
Nevada - Lead Landscape Architect

•

Arrowhead Park Conceptual Design and Master Plan (City of Neenah) –
Neenah, WI - Lead Landscape Architect

•

UW-Madison Natatorium, Madison, WI - Landscape Architect
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Joe Porter

PLA

| Project Manager/Landscape Architect

Registered Landscape Architect – WI

Joe Porter is a licensed Landscape Architect with over 19 years of experience
working on academic and corporate campuses, brownfield redevelopments, green
roofs, greenway corridors, mixed-use developments, parks, plazas, streetscapes,
residences, resorts, and waterfronts throughout North America and the Caribbean.
His involvement with these projects has included every aspect of the design
process, from conception through completion. Joe is passionate about contextsensitive design, with emphasis on sustainability and the facilitation of social
interaction.
Joe believes design should reflect the needs and desires of all people and is
a firm believer in how thoughtful design of exterior spaces can have a positive
influence on people’s daily lives. He believes in designing equitable spaces that
are safe, immersive, enriching and intellectually provocative.

Alexander Thill

ASLA

•
•

Jaycee (Quarry) Park Master Plan, Sheboygan, WI – Project Manager and
Landscape Architect
White Mound County Park, Sauk County, WI - Project Manager and
Landscape Architect
Reimagining Warner Beach Design Competition, Madison WI – Landscape
Architect
Old World Wisconsin Master Plan, Eagle, WI – Project Manager and
Landscape Architect
Wauwatosa Village Redevelopment, Wauwatosa, WI – Landscape Architect
James Madison Park Master Plan, Madison, WI – Project Manager and
Landscape Architect
UW-Madison Natatorium, Madison, WI - Landscape Architect
UW-Madison Engineering Building, Madison, WI - Landscape Architect

•

Jaycee (Quarry) Park Master Plan, Sheboygan, WI - Landscape Designer

•

White Mound County Park, Sauk County, WI - Landscape Designer

•

Butterfield, Estrella, Christmas Camp Recreational Areas, Sonoran Desert,
AZ - Landscape Architect/Park Planner

•

Yaquina Head Outstanding Natural Area Site Plan and Staircase Design,
Newport, OR - Landscape Designer

•

Arrowhead Park Conceptual Design and Master Plan (City of Neenah) –
Neenah, WI - Urban Designer

•

Chippewa Falls Riverfront Park, Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin - Landscape
Architect

•

UW-Madison Natatorium, Madison, WI - Landscape Designer

•
•
•
•
•

| Park Planner

Alex received his Master of Landscape Architecture from the University of
Minnesota in 2016. Since then he has been involved in the design of both
urban and rural spaces, waterfronts, public parks, and has been active in many
community visioning workshops; formulating strategic plans for both local and
regional municipalities. Alex has technical experience in developing design
plans from concept to construction documentation, utilizing a combination of
hand sketch methods and computer aided design programs.
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Amy Larson

PE

| Stormwater Design

Professional Engineer – WI

Amy is a civil engineer with six years of experience in site inspection, hydraulic
design, and civil site design. Her duties include data management and collection,
and hydraulic and hydrologic modeling.

•

Jaycee (Quarry) Park Master Plan, Sheboygan, WI - Civil Engineer

•

UW-Madison Natatorium, Madison, WI - Civil Engineer

•

UW-Madison Engineering Building, Madison, WI - Civil Engineer

•

Lathrop Drive and Bascom Hill Utility Repairs, University of WisconsinMadison, DFDM, Madison, WI – Civil Engineer

•

Site Design, Uskah Village, Oneida Nation of Wisconsin, Brown County,
WI – Civil Engineer

•

Health Outcomes in Green Infrastructure, Philadelphia, PA – Project
Manager

•

Stormwater and Green Infrastructure Market Research, Chicago, IL –
Project Manager

•

Equity in Green Infrastructure Framework and Toolkit, Green Infrastructure
Leadership Exchange, Chicago, IL – Project Manager

•

Development Guide and Analysis, West Central Association, Chicago, IL
– Contractor

•

Green Infrastructure Planning and Evaluation, NEW Water, Green Bay, WI
– Planner/Urban Designer

•

Form-Based Code and Downtown Zoning, South Milwaukee, WI – Project
Manager

Dominic Marlow | Public Engagement
Dominic’s experience sits at the intersection of urban planning and architectural
design, ranging from research and demographic studies to spatial planning,
mapping, and architectural rendering. Following his Master’s in City Design,
Dominic has developed environmentally focused research on hydrological and
stormwater planning and its intersection with the physical environment, social
benefits, and the vibrancy of public spaces. Dominic’s work seeks to manage
the complexities of systems in the physical environment to improve public
spaces and help cities become adaptable to new or unforeseen changes. He
is passionate about using design as a communication tool to help cities and
communities envision the future they want to build.
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Brian W. Schneider

PE, LEED AP, CDT

Professional Engineer – IL, MI, WI

| Environmental Engineer

Brian brings more than 25 years of outstanding experience to projects at GRAEF.
He has managed both technical and administrative aspects of projects including
environmental studies and permitting, soil and groundwater clean-up, utility corridor
environmental studies and permitting, industrial facility permitting and compliance,
environmental risk analysis, and construction monitoring and site civil engineering.
Brian demonstrates the ability to analyze a specific situation, communicate its
critical elements to the client, and subsequently create and manage a successful
solution. He works with industrial, commercial, governmental and municipal clients
to meet their environmental and civil engineering needs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UW-Madison Natatorium, Madison, WI - Environmental Engineer
Drexel Town Square Wetland Park, Oak Creek, WI – Environmental Project
Manager
Mount Pleasant Wetland Delineation, Mount Pleasant, WI – Project
Manager
UW-Milwaukee Innovation Park, Wauwatosa, WI – Environmental Project
Manager
Waterford Dam, Waterford, WI - Project Manager
Columbia Mill Dam, Cedarburg, WI - Project Manager
Fish Hatchery Dam, Delafield, WI - Project Manager
Rochester Dam, Racine County, WI - Project Manager
UW-Madison, Chemistry Building Addition and Renovation, Madison, WI –
Environmental Engineer
On-Call Engineering Services for Watercourse, MMSD, Milwaukee, WI –
Environmental Engineer

Peter R. Rött AIA, NCARB | Architect
Peter has over 30 years of experience as a registered architect with a focus on
existing buildings, sustainability and historic preservation. He is involved with
organizations such as the Frank Lloyd Wright Buildings Conservancy serving
on the Advocacy Committee, as well as the past Vice President of the Seth
Peterson Cottage Conservancy, and member of the Wisconsin Green Building
Alliance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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A.D. German Warehouse - Feasibility Plan & Historic Rehabilitation,
Richland Center, WI
Breese Stevens Field - Adaptive Reuse & Historic Rehabilitation, Madison, WI
YWCA, Belmont Hotel - Adaptive Reuse & Historic Rehabilitation, Madison, WI
Wyoming Valley School - Historic Rehabilitation, Adaptive Reuse - Spring
Green, WI
Al. Ringling Theatre - Historic Structure Report, Historic Rehabilitation,
Baraboo, WI
State Street Passenger Depot - Adaptive Reuse, Historic Rehabilitation,
Racine, WI
Taliesin, the Wisconsin Home of Frank Lloyd Wright - Master Plan, Spring
Green, WI
The Captain Frederick Pabst Mansion - Preservation Plan, Milwaukee, WI
Wild Rose State Fish Hatchery - Adaptive Reuse and Expansion, Wild
Rose, WI
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Anne Ketz | CEO & Services Director
Anne’s career in cultural resources management, planning, and archaeological
investigation extends over 40 years and three continents. A recognized leader
in guiding clients through the maze of federal, state, and local preservation
legislation, Anne’s diplomacy has brought successful resolution to complex and
controversial projects. Since founding the 106 Group in 1992, she has worked
with a broad range of stakeholders, including community activists, planners, and
Native American leaders. Anne has authored hundreds of cultural resources
and historic preservation reports and papers. Her presence and commitment
to the profession is further demonstrated through public speaking, scholarly
publications, school programs, and training for volunteers and interns.

•

Cherokee Heritage Center, OK - Project Manager

•

Experience Akwesasne Business Case Development, NY - Project Manager

•

Water Works Park, Minneapolis Riverfront - Project Manager and Principal
Investigator

•

Split Rock Lighthouse Cultural Landscape Report, MN - Principal in Charge

•

Schaar’s Bluff at Spring Lake Park Reserve Comprehensive Master Plan,
Interpretive Plan, and Cultural Resources Work, MN - Project Manager

•

Saint Paul African American Historical and Cultural Context, MN - Principal
in Charge

•

Grand Portage National Monument Environmental Planning and
Documentation, MN - Principal in Charge

•

Great River Passage Interpretive Plan, MN - Principal in Charge

•

Oheyawahi/Pilot Knob, MN - Project Manager & Interpretive Planner

•

Wakan Tipi Center Exhibits, MN - Project Manager

•

Garman Nature Preserve & Indian Mounds County Park, WI - Project
Manager & Interpretive Planner

•

Spring Lake Park Reserve Bison Range, MN - Tribal Engagement Lead

•

Tribal Assessment and Consultation Planning, MN & WI - Project Manager
& Senior Facilitator

Regine Kennedy | Planning & Engagement Manager
Regine promotes equitable and inclusive planning processes that engage
historically under-served people. She has become a trusted collaborator of
community organizations, state, local, and tribal governments, state and national
parks, and heritage sites throughout the country. She is an experienced planner
and resourceful project manager who has presented at multiple conferences
and her work has won national awards. She is currently working on projects that
include close collaboration with Dakota and Ojibwe people at sacred sites along
the Mississippi River in Saint Paul, MN.
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Jaycee (Quarry) Park
Master Plan
Location: Sheboygan, WI
Master Plan vision of a 37 acre park that provides
recommendations to meet the needs of the community
and surrounding region while being flexible enough to
accommodate seasonal programming.
The planning process included a comprehensive
inventory and analysis of existing conditions, public
engagement, design alternatives, cost estimating and 3D
illustrations to help the client and the community visualize
proposed improvements, foster consensus and generate
enthusiasm moving forward with phased implementation.
The plan includes a multi-purpose park building, beach
house, tiki hut, picnic shelter, council ring, perched
beach, lake loop trail, ropes course, frisbee golf course,
enhanced natural landscape areas, flexible lawn space
and improved access to both Quarry Lake and the Pigeon
River. The final plan not only reflects the needs and
desires of the City’s Department of Parks and Forestry,
but the community as a whole.
GRAEF Services
Master Planning
Landscape Architecture
Public Engagement
Cost
$30,000
Awards
2021 WIASLA Merit Award
for Unbuilt Works
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Client Contact
Joe Kerlin
Superintendent of Parks
and Forestry
City of Sheboygan, WI
920-459-3459
Joe.kerlin@sheboyganwi.gov
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White Mound
County Park
Location: Sauk County, WI
GRAEF assisted the Sauk County Parks staff with the
completion of the master plan by including strategies for
additional parking, infrastructure, and land acquisition.
Sauk County sought a study to determine the proposed
recreational amenities within the White Mound Master
Plan.
As part of the White Mound County Park Master Plan
process, Sauk County’s Land Resources and Environment
Department (LRE) partnered with GRAEF to help evaluate
parking needs and potential land acquisition based upon
both current and future recreational uses within the park.
The study analyzes traffic data, existing parking lot sizes,
accessibility, recreational uses, land coverage typologies,
habitats, topography, viewsheds, and surrounding
property ownership, and to help inform decisions made
by the LRE regarding future improvements and expansion
of White Mound County Park.

GRAEF Services

Client Contact

Park Planning

Lisa Wilson, AICP/MPA
Land Resources and
Environment Director
Sauk County
608 / 355-4830
Lisa.wilson@saukcountywi.gov

Landscape Architecture
Cost
$25,000
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Openlands
Lakeshore Preserve
Habitat Restoration
Location: Highland Park, IL
Openlands Lakeshore Preserve at Fort Sheridan, formerly
owned by the U.S. Navy, is known to be one of the last
relic bluff ecosystems in the Chicago region.
GRAEF had the extraordinary opportunity to provide
overall design and project management, as we led a
team of consultants to protect and restore this unique
one mile segment of Lake Michigan shoreline. The initial
focus areas were the lakeshore bluff and three large
ravine ecosystems. This project included the creation of
a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) management
tool. The GIS tool was used to map existing conditions
and then develop concepts for restoration design, monitor
improvements as enhancement and restoration occurred
and created three dimensional imaging for management
and project visualization purposes.
The current restoration efforts will expand and protect
the habitat for five endangered or threatened plant
species known to be present in the preserve. A failing
stormwater infrastructure and groundwater conditions
were assessed and repairs and improvements are
planned. The restoration activities are the first step in the
eventual transformation of the property into one of the
largest publicly accessible lakefront preserves in Illinois.
Restoration began in the fall of 2007, with portions of the
preserve opening to the public in 2009.
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Restoration and monitoring continues along the bluff
while plans are being developed to create a 1 mile long
ADA accessible trail along the top of the bluff. The
trail will include interpretive nodes, sustainable storm
water management practices, prairie and native plant
restoration, overlooks, board walks and bridges over the
ravine. The trail will link Bartlett Ravine on the north to
Walker Avenue on the south.
GRAEF developed the design, construction and permit
documents for the grading, paving, utility work, landscape
plans including native restoration and preservations plans
along the entire length of the trail.
GRAEF Services

Client Contact

Reversing Disturbance

Robert Megquier
Openlands
rmegquier@openlands.org
312.863.6272

Ravine System Restoration
Rare Species Protection
Bluff Habitat Restoration
GIS
Cost
$50,000
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Mequon Nature Preserve
Parking Lot
Location: Mequon, WI
The Mequon Nature Preserve is a non-profit entity that
provided environmental education and land stewardship
on several 100 acres in the Trinity Creek watershed.
GRAEF provided engineering services for two projects at
the MNP.
The initial project was replacement of a failed asphalt
parking lot, including installation of several bio-filtration
islands, and a section of permeable asphalt pavement.
The primary cause of the failure of the existing parking lot
was the frost heave from very shallow groundwater within
the site. Under drains were provided to address this issue,
including under the permeable pavement. The bio-filtration
basins discharge, via under drain to the headwaters of
Trinity Creek.
The second project was replacement of an existing gravel
parking lot with permeable pavers. The project is being
used as an educational example of green infrastructure,
and was funded by a grant from the Milwaukee
Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD).

GRAEF Services

Client Contact

Permeable Parking Lot
Design
Final Plans and
Specifications

Kristin Gies, Executive Director
8200 W. County Line Road
Mequon, WI 53094
262.242.8055

Conservation Easement,
Maintenance Agreement,
and Baseline Report

Cost

Bidding Assistance

kgies@mequonnaturepreserve.org

$105,000

Construction Inspection
Services
Construction
Administration Services
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Additional Relevant
Project Experience
Wade House | Greenbush, WI

UW-Madison Memorial Union | Madison, WI

Riverfront Pavilion | Muscatine, IA

Bay View Park | Milwaukee, WI

Lake Vista Park | Oak Creek, WI

Warner Park | Madison, WI
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Additional Relevant
Project Experience
Wade House | Greenbush, WI

Arrowhead Park | Neenah, WI

White Mound Park | Sauk County, WI

Lakefront Gateway Plaza | Milwaukee, WI

Hydro Park | Kauakana, WI

Civic Campus Park | Mount Pleasant, WI

Lake Vista Park | Oak Creek, WI
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Process
GRAEF understands that a highly inclusive public engagement process is critical to the
success of any community-based master planning initiative. The engagement process
aims to facilitate constructive dialogue and consensus amongst a wide range of Community
Representatives which will ultimately lead to a shared vision for the Park that represents
the needs and desires of the Community as a whole. With such robust engagement,
GRAEF proposes a planning process executed over a period of fifteen months. The
resulting “San Damiano Master Plan” shall be an expression of the Community’s vision
for the entire property and include a plan illustrative with supporting narrative outlining
the project’s process, goals and objectives, programmatic uses, proposed improvements,
approximate construction budgets, implementation strategies and funding opportunities.

PROCESS
The GRAEF Team identifies six phases of the fifteen-month master planning process:
• Initiation (August 2022)
• Inventory, Analysis & Discovery (August 2022 – November 2022)
• Community Engagement & Ideation (November 2022 – June 2023):
• Interpretation & Visualization (April 2023 – August 2023):
• Strategic Implementation (August 2023 – October 2023):
• Approval (October 2023)

Throughout the process, GRAEF will report to the City Administrator, guided by input
from the San Damiano Project Steering Committee (“Steering Committee”), with formal
oversight from the Monona Mayor and City Council.
The GRAEF Team will address the following in our approach:
• Community Engagement and Outreach
• Stakeholder Engagement and Outreach (including but not limited to other jurisdictional
partners, such as Dane County, the WI DNR, and others)
• Communication with external and internal stakeholders, including assistance with
digital and graphic content creation
• Visualization of Potential Project Outcomes and Feasibility Analysis
• Site Analysis and Design
• Developing cost estimates for project elements included in the Master Plan
• Environmental Analysis
• Resource Identification (Public and Private)
• Grant Writing
• Assistance with Engaging Regional and State Agencies as determined necessary

04 | PROCESS
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Initiation (August 2022)
Work begins on day one and continues throughout the project’s fifteen month duration.
Fostering collaboration with the Steering Committee throughout the master planning
process is critical to the success of the project. Everyone is strongly encouraged to
participate in the development of the Master Plan by brainstorming ideas, drawing, sharing
examples and evaluating ideas. This level of collaboration requires all participants share
in the responsibility of the project and that the team resolves opportunities collectively.
A Kickoff Meeting with the Steering Committee will define the project work plan. We will
discuss products to be developed and deliverables for each phase. We will discuss roles
and responsibilities, identify stakeholder groups, determine meeting locations and refine
the schedule including key milestones. We will walk through the proposed engagement
process and work around the table, proposing new outcomes and identifying challenges.
We will discuss the programmatic desires of the following groups:
• Monona Grove School District
• Nuestro Mundo Community School
• One City Schools
• Monona East Side Business Alliance
• Dane County
• Ho-Chunk Nation
• Ho-Chunk Tribal Historic Preservation Office
• Clean Lakes Alliance
• Aldo Leopold Nature Center
• Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
• Wisconsin Historical Society
• Historic Blooming Grove Historical Society
• Capital Area Regional Planning Commission
• Greater Madison Metropolitan Planning Organization
• Madison Community Foundation
• Local natural and recreational interest organizations
• Other area non-profits and organizations
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The Kickoff Meeting will solidify an inclusive platform from which the master plan is built.
Inventory, Analysis and Discovery (August 2022 - November 2022)
The rich history of the site presents both opportunities and constraints regarding what can
and cannot be done on the property. The design team must be sensitive to past uses and
closely analyze all existing information in order to provide well-informed direction during
the community engagement and design processes. While historic uses may constrain
certain future uses, they may also inspire creative design solutions that have a profound
and lasting effect on future Park users. In our experience, almost every community
seeks innovation while trying to preserve their character and traditions. These are not
contradictory approaches. In most communities, innovations take place by reinterpreting
the best ideas from the past.
In support of the San Damiano master plan, our archaeologists from 106 Group will
research known cultural resources, summarize archaeological potential and provide
recommendations for future work that may be necessary as the master plan is
implemented. They understand that an uncatalogued American Indian burial site, the
Monona Drive Mound Group, is located within the San Damiano property, and that a
Phase I archaeological survey is in progress. They will review the Phase I survey
report and, if necessary, conduct supplemental remote research through the Wisconsin
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) to summarize information regarding known
archaeological sites and burial sites within the San Damiano property. They will also
prepare a high-level site history to inform the master plan. 106 Group will rely primarily on
information found in the extensive existing documentation of the San Damiano property,
supplemented with online research of historical maps, aerial photographs, and other
relevant data sources. This task may also include up to two on-site interviews with local
archaeologists, historians, and/or American Indian community members regarding the
archaeological and cultural history and use of the property.
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106 Group will prepare a memorandum summarizing the results of the cultural resources
review and recommendations. The memo will also include high-level overviews of state
and federal cultural resources laws that may apply to future planning efforts and outline
steps for future cultural resources tasks as management of the site evolves. The memo
will be included as an appendix to the master plan, which can be distilled into a master
plan section. They, in collaboration with GRAEF, will develop appropriate graphics related
to cultural resources for inclusion in the master plan. One copy of the draft text will be
prepared for review in electronic format. The cultural resource summary will be written
using plain English for a general, non-technical, audience.
Isthmus Architecture will act as the team’s historic architecture consultant, guiding and
informing discussion and development of the master plan project relative to the existing
Frank Allis House. Their prior familiarity with the building and site, along with years of
experience with stewardship of important cultural resources will bring solid support,
focused perspective and council to the planning process. Isthmus has well established
relationships with the Wisconsin State Historic Preservation Office and the National Parks
Service, and are accustomed to each agencies’ processes, policies and jurisdictional
oversight. They are well versed in the nomenclature, potential preservation incentives
and rehabilitation challenges and opportunities associated with historic properties.
Isthmus is accustomed to guiding clients through the assessment discussion, examining
the impacts of preservation versus rehabilitation or adaptive reuse, and the impacts of
potential demolition or selective removal, particularly of non-contributing architectural
elements. They have successfully completed a number of projects that have reactivated
historic buildings with new compatible and sustainable uses and will bring this insight to
the project. Isthmus will provide drawings, sketches and narrative content to communicate
and articulate the general conceptual approach and some details thereof, sufficient to the
client and for inclusion in the final master plan document.
In addition to the archeology and historic architecture of the site, GRAEF’s team of
planners, landscape architects and engineers will analyze the physical and spatial
characteristics of the property, including land coverage typologies, habitats, topography,
viewsheds, solar aspect, shoreline conditions, physical access, viewsheds, traffic patterns
and relationships with adjacent land uses.
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A photographic inventory of existing conditions will be performed to supplement any
relevant data provided by the City and/or County. We understand that a topographic
survey is currently unavailable, so we will have to rely on GIS data and other alternative
sources to produce a composite existing conditions base map from which to work. Once
the base map is fully synthesized, we will conduct a comprehensive analysis documenting
opportunities and constraints associated with the existing conditions. This analysis will
inform decisions moving forward with the community engagement process and the
development of preliminary concepts for the Park.
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Community Engagement & Ideation (November, 2022 – June, 2023)
The community planning process would occur over approximately eight months, and
utilize various platforms including (but not limited to) community meetings, neighborhood
meetings, design charrettes, surveys and social media to gather substantial community
input before moving forward with any potential projects on the San Damiano Property.
The GRAEF Team will work closely with the City Administrator and the Steering Committee
to ensure an effective, fully integrated approach to public participation. A combination of
in-person and online engagement will be essential to making the engagement process
robust and accessible to the broader community.
Public Meetings
The entire community engagement process will be book-ended by a series of public
meetings. A minimum of 3 public meetings will serve to bring pertinent communications
about the project into a public forum for input, official record, and formal announcement.
These meetings should be organized into existing public meetings where feasible rather
than justifying standalone special meeting events to reduce the complexity of the process.
The Preliminary Design Meeting is the most likely to justify a special meeting. In the event
that an outsize amount of attendance and deliberation is expected for any meeting, our
team will work with the City Administrator and Steering Committee to plan a special public
meeting to make an appropriate amount of space for the public discussion.
Introductory Meeting (1.5 hours): The first public meeting will serve to announce key
project details, timeline, and gathering initial input for the design process. Following a
background presentation that will include a summary of our comprehensive site analysis,
the GRAEF Team will lead a participatory activity with the public focused on identifying
priorities and preferences. Using live electronic polling via smartphone, our team will
conduct a Budget Activity with the public that will assign hypothetical dollar amounts they
can assign to various menu options for the park and a Visual Preference Survey which
will show 2-3 pictures of design options for park elements which can be voted on. Each
participant will be able to complete their own survey, and the results can be displayed in
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real time and discussed in a guided discussion and Q&A. By this point, the community
engagement website will be live to provide immediate access to project details (See
“Social Pinpoint (Online Engagement)” below) The activities led in the public meeting will
be made available in the same form on the community engagement website to gather
additional feedback. The results from the Introductory Meeting will be used to prepare
materials for the charrette in the Preliminary Design Meeting.
Preliminary Design Meeting (One Day Event): Midway through the process, the
planning team will engage the Community at a second public meeting to lead a Design
Charrette using materials from our background research and public engagement
results from the Introductory Meeting and website. The key goal of this meeting will be
to produce high-level concepts that identify priorities and conflicts relevant to the final
vision. Small groups will be formed to produce master plan concepts using hands-on
materials like scaled building blocks, circulation, parking, activity zones, and historical and
environmental features identified in the Introductory Meeting. One or two representatives
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from each small working group will present their concept to the overall group. Following
this, the GRAEF team will lead a guided discussion and Q&A about the charrette
concepts developed. These concepts will be further refined in Stakeholder Meetings.
(See “Stakeholder Meetings” below) Online engagement will also be ongoing.
Final Meeting (1.5 hours): Lastly, our team will present the final concept to the City
Council and Parks and Recreation in a public hearing to seek approval and adoption of
the San Damiano Master Plan. The concept will be representative of major decisions
and preferences expressed in the Public Meetings and Stakeholder Meetings. The
presentation will include insights and results from the public engagement process, a
recap of the project timeline, and key details about the Master Plan including funding
opportunities and phased implementation. Our planning team will be present to answer
and discuss any questions raised by the public.
Stakeholder Meetings
Our team will conduct a minimum of 3 stakeholder meetings with key interest groups,
regulatory agencies, and community organizations to provide input on master plan
concept alternatives. These meetings will provide a platform for in-depth discussions
about the most important issues affecting the San Damiano property’s past, present, and
future. Expertise and in-depth focused conversation from participants will be fundamental
to influence the concepts generated in a public setting.
Our team will work with the Steering Committee to communicate with and turn out
representatives from interest groups representing 3 key categories, such as the following
(subject to change):
• History, Culture, and Preservation
• Quality of Life, Recreation, Community, and Education
• Regulatory, Environmental Stewardship, and Funding Opportunities
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Stakeholder meetings will be tailored to the groups in attendance, and will start to define
the desired outcomes. Regulatory and environmentally focused conversations will prompt
and share important policies and priorities. The stakeholder meeting focused on History,
Culture, and Preservation will be facilitated in such a way as to prioritize the stories,
experiences, and cultural/spiritual priorities of local experts on the history of the site.
There will be an attempt to identify sensitive locations on the site.
Our team has employed strategies for in-person engagement that center marginalized
and underrepresented voices using strategies that center lived experiences in a
supportive environment. Black, Indigenous People of Color (BIPOC), for example,
often feel excluded from public planning processes, and people with disabilities are
often physically prevented from participation. To ensure diverse groups have a seat at
the table, outreach and recruitment for stakeholder meetings will express the need for
underrepresented groups to be invited and involved in meetings. Accessibility information
(“Access Notes”) will be used for advertising in-person events to ensure people with
mobility and sensory impairments have the information they need to determine if they can
access a space, and explicit information on how to request accommodations is included
in communications. Our electronic engagement methods also allow us to collect and
disaggregate demographic information from respondents to determine differences in
preferences held by different demographics.
Our team has integrated due diligence for land acknowledgments and indigenous
history of places into projects to determine the appropriate means of centering the often
violent histories of land cession and displacement of past and present tribes by settler
colonialism. The San Damiano vision should equally platform the rich history of all people
groups and not relegate the indigenous history as a distant past but as a continuing
presence.
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The stakeholder group focused on Quality of Life, Recreation, Community, and Education
will be more geared towards members of the general public and will therefore be designed
to be more interactive. We have effectively used a tool called Mentimeter in stakeholder
meetings to allow participants to answer survey questions, and show results, in real time
on screen for a variety of question types.
The consultant team can also prepare a list of key questions for engagement with
additional groups to be led by the City Staff or Steering Committee members based on
best practices from our prior engagement experience.
Social Pinpoint (Online Engagement)
Our team has made efficient and effective use of online engagement tools to reach a
substantially greater audience for a variety of planning projects than is otherwise feasible
through in-person methods alone. Increasingly, the members of the public expect and
prefer to access local government communications online, especially through their mobile
phones. We use a web-based tool called Social Pinpoint which is tailor-made for public
engagement processes by governments and planners. We have used the Social Pinpoint
web platform to engage thousands of stakeholders on various projects to great success.
The platform has been especially effective for parks and recreation planning due to its
user friendliness and accessibility for all ages. The engagement on the website should be
seen as an expanded audience for the in-person engagement, expanding access rather
than providing separate experiences.
Map Commenting: Social Pinpoint allows us to display an aerial map of a property
layered with information relevant to the public. The website and mobile application allow
users to “drag and drop” comments on the map to share ideas, identify hazards, submit
pictures, and have moderated conversations about their community. Users can also “like”
others’ comments to show support, or they can reply to them with additional input.
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Harrison Outdoor Recreation Plan Comment Map

Community Survey: The survey module can host a variety of question types. We
would recommend that the survey focus on programmatic and visual preferences for the
property as well as giving participants the opportunity to share stories and open-ended
feedback about the project.
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Budget Activity: The San Damiano property’s future faces many budgetary constraints,
as do most park projects. Social Pinpoint has an interactive “budget” activity where
participants get a set dollar amount (for example, $1 million) and are asked to allocate
it between various options using intuitive “sliders” for each option (architectural
improvements, staffing and tours, amenities, etc.). This activity introduces the idea of
“trade-offs” to the public and can provide valuable information to the planning team.
Accessibility: Social Pinpoint is fully accessible to users with disabilities such as those
relying on the use of screen readers, keyboarding, and other common accessibility aids
for computer use. We will also provide a means of requesting accommodation to use the
online platform.
Website Included: Social Pinpoint includes and automatically creates a website and
homepage for the San Damiano project that can be linked on City communications such
as email, social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.), and newsletters. The website is fully
customizable and can include features like a timeline of the planning process showing
the current project phase and what’s coming next, links to educational and historical
resources, and even planning games.
Promotion, Social Media, and Communications
Our team will work closely with the Steering Committee and City Administrator to organize
and determine methods of reaching more community members through the use of online
and direct mailing promotional materials to increase the number of people engaged
in the planning process for those without reliable high-speed internet access. Existing
communication channels available to the City and Friends of San Damiano should be used
to the fullest extent to share relevant communications regarding the planning process,
but these may be supplemented with a combination of paid social media promotions and/
or city-wide mailers directing people to the survey, website, and public meetings given the
ambitious but achievable goal of 5,000 or more stakeholders engaged.
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Oak Park, IL Climate Action Plan Budget Activity
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Interpretation & Visualization (April 2023 – August 2023)
While receiving input during the engagement process, the GRAEF team will begin
interpreting what was heard and the ideas generated in the form of preliminary concepts
for the Park. These concepts will be diagrammatic in nature, focusing more on the spatial
relationships and suitability of various park programming and related activities rather
than the detailed layout of prospective uses. We believe that an iterative design process
interwoven with the engagement process results in concepts that most accurately reflect
the needs and desires of the community by validating the program and generating
consensus amongst a large and diverse group of community representatives. This
community-based design process will also help generate enthusiasm for the project
as we begin to identify funding opportunities. While engagement will be more focused
during Stakeholder Group meetings, the Community as a whole will have multiple
opportunities to provide input and react to preliminary concepts prior to finalizing the
plan. Although one particular concept may be favored over others, the final plan is
typically an amalgamation of the preferred ideas taken from each of the alternatives. We
anticipate producing three preliminary plans with a fourth and final plan that consolidates
the community’s priorities into a single, unified vision for the park. The final plan will be
more refined than the alternative concepts and include additional detail on the program
elements being proposed. Supplemental graphics will be produced to help convey design
intent and generate community-wide enthusiasm for the project. We have intentionally
scheduled a two month overlap between the Community Engagement & Ideation Phase
and the Interpretation & Visualization Phase to allow for this iterative, community-based
design process. The remaining two months of this phase will allow our Team to finalize
the Consensus Plan in preparation for approval by City Council. We propose that the
preliminary concept alternatives do not have any costs assigned to them as that often
drives decision making over a program that reflects the Community’s best interests,
resulting in a diluted vision for the Park. Once the Consensus Plan is generated, we will
produce an Order of Magnitude Cost to establish a better understanding of the financial
demands associated with the proposed improvements and inform how individual projects
within the plan are prioritized. This costing exercise will help ensure that the Master Plan
establishes a sound construction budget and is practicable.
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Strategic Implementation (August 2023 – October 2023)
The “San Damiano Master Plan” cannot end up collecting dust on a bookshelf. An
integral component of any successful plan is an implementation strategy that moves the
project forward and ensures that the Community’s vision is fully realized. Clear focus on
actions, goals and funding opportunities will help identify shorter term projects serving
as catalysts to generate momentum moving forward with longer term projects. A phased
approach toward implementation is critical with any master planning initiative. A phasing
diagram will be produced to outline the order in which individual projects are implemented
and the associated costs of implementation. The GRAEF Team will work with the FOSD
in identifying possible funding opportunities to help finance the projects identified in
the phasing diagram so that the goals and objectives of the Master Plan are achieved.
Funding opportunities include public/private partnerships, State and County stewardship,
recreation and historic preservation grants and capital budget requests. GRAEF can
assist FOSD in producing persuasive narrative to include in grant applications as they
relate to the Master Plan. Many of the available public funding programs will require
matching funds at varying contribution percentages. The team will work closely with FOSD
to develop these strategies. The cycle and success of the available funding programs will
influence implementation phasing stages and prioritization.
It is important that the improvements proposed in the Plan are flexible enough to
accommodate whatever physical, environmental and/or socio-political changes occur in
the future. Recommendations in the Master Plan must be regularly monitored to ensure
their relevancy over the course of phased implementation. The goal is not to see what
has worked in the past but to revise recommendations as necessary to ensure that they
continue to meet the overarching goals and objectives of the project well into the future.
Once funding is secured for a particular project, it is imperative that the City engage
a professional designer appropriately licensed to provide a more detailed design of
the elements associated with that project. The professional consultant would provide
construction level documentation of the improvement for accurate bidding by a licensed
and insured contractor. This approach toward implementation will ensure that the ideas
presented in the master plan, which reflect the needs and desires of the Community, are
fully realized and without compromise. GRAEF master planning efforts, while conceptual
in nature, are always rooted in pragmatism, from functional site grading and stormwater
management, to the constructibility of hardscape elements and custom site features. So,
the City of Monona can be confident that whatever is proposed can be fully executed
once funding is available.
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Approval (October 2023)
An executive summary will accompany the Master Plan and include brief narratives
of each element being proposed. The document will also describe the community
engagement process and outcomes, along with the funding opportunities identified in
collaboration with the FOSD. The GRAEF Team anticipates presenting the Master Plan
to City Council for approval by the end of October in 2023.
Throughout each phase of the master planning process, the GRAEF team will work closely
with the Steering Committee to ensure that we are meeting the goals and objectives of
the project as identified during the kickoff meeting. A summary of the meetings for each
phase is outlined below and can also be seen in the proposed project schedule:
Initiation (August, 2022)
• (1) Steering Committee Meeting
Inventory, Analysis & Discovery (August, 2022 – November, 2022)
• (1) Steering Committee Meeting
Community Engagement & Ideation (November, 2022 – June, 2023):
• (2) Steering Committee Meetings
• (2) Stakeholder Group Meetings
• (1) Public Meeting
Interpretation & Visualization (April, 2023 – August, 2023):
• (2) Steering Committee Meetings
• (1) Stakeholder Group Meeting
• (1) Public Meeting
Strategic Implementation (August, 2023 – October, 2023):
• (1) Steering Committee Meeting
• (1) FOSD Meeting
Approval (October, 2023)
• (1) City Council - Public Meeting
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Project Schedule
Oct

Sept

Aug

Jul

Jun

May

Apr

Mar

Feb

Jan

Dec

2023
Nov

Oct

Sept

Aug

2022

1. Project Initiation
• Steering Committee Meetings (3)
2. Inventory, Analysis & Discovery
• Steering Committee Meeting (1)
3. Community Engagement & Ideation
• Steering Committee Meetings (6)
• Stakeholder Group Meetings (2)
• Public Meeting
4. Interpretation & Visualization
• Steering Committee Meetings (3)
• Stakeholder Group Meeting (1)
• Public Meeting
5. Strategic Implementation
• Steering Committee Meeting (1)
• FOSD Meeting (1)
6. Approval
• Public Meeting (City Council)

Steering Committee Meetings (14 total; 6 in person & 8 virtual)
Stakeholder Meetings
Public Meetings
FOSD Meeting
Approval
Coordinate Holidays
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Cost
GRAEF proposes to provide all services described as Basic Scope for a lump sum of
$145,700.00 which includes expenses. Any additional services will be performed by
request as authorized by The City of Monona, with an additional fee to be negotiated at a
later date. Additional services would be based on GRAEF’s Standard Rates and Fees, a
copy of which is on the following page.

Task

Fee

Task 1: Project Initiation

$6,700.00

Task 2: Inventory, Analysis & Discovery

$25,000.00

Task 3: Community Engagement & Meetings

$40,000.00

Task 4: Ideas, Alternatives, & Final Master Plan

$59,000.00

Task 5: Opinion of Cost

$5,000.00

Task 6: Implementation/Funding Strategy

$10,000.00
Total
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$145,700.00
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Hourly Rates
CLASSIFICATION

RATE

Senior Group Manager (P9)

$210.00

Group manager (P8)

$195.00

Senior Professional (P7)

$185.00

Professional (P6)

$175.00

Professional (P5)

$165.00

Professional (P4)

$153.00

Professional (P3)

$140.00

Professional (P2)

$126.00

Professional (P1)

$111.00

Senior Technician/Inspector (T6)

$141.00

Senior Technician/Inspector (T5)

$132.00

Senior Technician/Inspector (T4)

$122.00

Technician/Inspector (T3)

$109.00

Technician/Inspector (T2)

$97.00

Technician/Inspector (T1)

$79.00

Survey Crew - 1 Person

$150.00

Survey Crew - 2 Person

$215.00

Administrative

$79.00

For Additional Services:
Automobile travel will be billed at the current federal rate of 56 cents per mile.
Survey vehicles will be billed at 75 centers per mile.
LIDAR scanner will be billed at $150 per hour.
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) will be billed at $75 per hour.
Expenses such as travel and supplies will be billed at actual cost.
Contracted services and consultants will be billed at cost plus 5 percent.
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